For personnel developers & coaches

The new mobile learning app

Learning sustainably by repeating the mobile training units
Extending presence trainings. Increasing retentiveness
FOR ALL SYSTEMS

Retention / performance / learning success

Increasing
knowledge
retention &
performance

repeatmobile App
Increase the learning success
by repeating continuously the
topics of your presence training!

repeatmobile offers you the
opportunity to increase the
learning success of your participants.
The learning success is mainly measured by the participants’ retentiveness.
Repeating the learning topic regularly
increases the knowledge remarkably.

The app for every operating
system
The app can be downloaded through
common mobile app stores (e.g. Apple
App Store or Google Play) or via the
Enterprise Server of a company. Additionally, it can be downloaded via the
browser over a link. The repeatmobile
Platform is Multi-Device-enabled and
users can get access via PC/Notebook/
Tablets/Smartphones. In this way, the
user can start on the office PC to learn
for instance and finish his training later
on the smartphone.
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FOR ALL SYSTEMS

Repetitions

1.

Repeating the
topics

2.

Steps in sales – an overview

Get ready!
What makes a good salesman? What is more
important social competence or expertise? When
begins selling and where does it end? In the
seminar you learn all the basics of selling. To help
you prepare, I have some important content
combined for you.

repeat

mobile

01
Question 1 of 5
What are the steps in the sales pitch?
There are several possible correct answers!

Determination of needs.

Addressing clients.

Handling of Objections.

P ersuasion.

1. With the help of our authoring tool,
you can not only develop mobile trainings, but also integrate files or videos
(for example recordings of your presence trainings). Taking the advantage
of digital media, you can spread all of
your to¬pics. All in one app - so comfortable and to be managed easily vie app
on Smartphone / PC / notebook / tablet
PC. The app is SCORM-compatible
2. With the help of extremely
practice-oriented test, the participants can apply the knowledge they
have acquired in specific area – thus
the learning efficiency increases!

to
It is up to you
to
decide whether
or
s not
repeat the test
participants
and when the
dispose
are allowed to
of them.
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Contact

Staying in contact
with the trainees
1. Convey individual messages to your
class (in the form of texts but also via
video messages), use the notification
function of the app and stay in contact with your participants by providing
trainings and tests regularly. Thus, you
increase the knowledge retention and
job performance even beyond the training while keeping in touch with your
protégés.

1.

2.

repeat

News

mobile

3rd of April 2016, 1pm.
Basics of sales, Jörg Schmidt

A new test is available for you
22ⁿd of April 2016, 10:48am.
Basics of sales, Jörg Schmidt

A new test is available for you

2. Via the start page, you can upload
your contact data like your telephone
number or e-mail address. With messaging function, you can make sure that
your participants can reach you in case
they have questions regarding the learning topic.
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Basics of sales, Jörg Schmidt

Dear participants,
Today our course starts about
"Fundamentals of sale".

Call the trainer

Jörg Schmidt
Less News

More news

- Trainer & Consultant for business enterprises
- Specializing in Sales
- BDVT Certiﬁed Business Coach

Administration

Managing
different courses

3.

repeat

mobile

My Course

Basics of sale
Course Description
Learn in this course which sales strategies really
lead to Rome! You learn which steps a sales
contain and how to master this best.

3. Through course system, you can
comfortably manage different training
with different topics and different participants - all in only one app. Furthermore, you can always expand presence
trainings with new contents - very simply and comfortably administered from
the app via your PC/notebook or tablet.

Jörg Schmidt: Basics of sales
Jörg Schmidt:
The right determination of needs

Jörg Schmidt: Marketing of proposals

Place
BSP – Business School, Room 305
Presence dates:
2015/04/15 at 12:30
2015/04/28 at 12:30
Course Length
2015/04/15 until 2015/04/28 at 12:30

Trainings
Before the seminar: steps in
Sales pitch - an overview
added on 2015/04/15
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Trainee profile/ success

Trainee profile
page
1. On the profile page of the trainee
the completed trainings as well as the
gained points are shown so that the
course participants see at a glance
what they have achieved so far.

Making success
visible
In the Learning Analytics System you
can view the learning curve of the participants and, at the same time, access
detailed information to depict the learning success. Beside the evaluation you
can also see who has gone through the
individual training so far.

1.

My tests

Determination of needs – how to do it?
2015/04/15, Fundamentals of sale,
Jörg Schmidt
Correct Answers:
Incorrect Answers:
Learning success:
Points

6
0
100 %
3

Before the seminar:
Check your knowledge!
2015/03/04, Fundamentals of sale,
Jörg Schmidt
Correct Answers:
Incorrect Answers:
Learning success:
Points:
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Sort

4
1
70 %
6

Success

Reporting learning
successes
Issuing reports for boards and
shareholders at the touch of a
button
The requirement of provable learning success increases more and
more. Boards, supervisory boards or
shareholders request a demonstrable
benefit of their investments in operational education.
Our mobile learning statistics ensure
a higher level of transparency and verifiability of the learning progress. Responsible managers quickly draw the
corresponding reports that deliver the
required proofs. Finally you can also
document the daily learning success –
very much to the pleasure of those who
decide.
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Communication in the team

Message function
à la WhatsApp/
WeChat
How you create learning teams
and connect them with each
other
Providing learning content in the app after presence trainings and being remembered of that in a smart way is one thing.
But another thing is to learn in a team, to
keep in touch and to support each other.
On the one hand this form of collaboration is quite effective (keyword “Wisdom
of the Crowds”). On the other hand it is
also interesting and helps to strengthen
international teams.
The repeatmobile app offers an internal
message service that links the training
participants with each other and thus
promotes the informal learning even
beyond big distances.
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Employer branding

Mobile employer
branding
Attractive learning tools make the
difference
The attractive customization function
enables you to present the app in the
corresponding Corporate Identity (Cl)
of the company. In this way learning
content as well as the app itself can be
attractively branded. Modern forms of
animations complete this attractive impression.
The employee receives a valuable learning app that gives him/her the impression of being important to the company
with regards to his/her personal development. A CI-branded app with modern functions that are attractive and
suitable for the daily routine combined
with individual learning content may
also represent a market advantage in
the company’s fight for talents.
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Learning

Integrating the
learning in the
daily routine
Having mobile learning content in
your pocket or handbag – available at any time
With our repeatmobile app your operational learning content gets to your employees’ smartphones – safe and protected.
On average users look about 80 times a
day on their mobile screens – a chance to
place the learning content in the everyday life of the users.
The repeatmobile app makes memorizing
of learning content easy and, at the same
time, gives the opportunity to manage it
yourself. The learning success comes faster by integrating it in your daily routine.
A benefit for all.
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Sales support

Sales & service
training
Never lose sight of the next order
Yesterday’s sales successes are not a guarantee for those of tomorrow. A really
good seller has to know his products as
well as the sales techniques thoroughly. And things are changing constantly.
For both competences it is necessary
to train permanently, just like they do in
sports, e.g soccer. So what would be better than publishing the sales and service
trainings on the smartphone which is
constantly at hand?
Our app is suitable for the everyday life
as it supports the daily training in order
to always retrieve the desired performance when it comes to a sales conversation, for example with smart cheat
sheets just before the sales conversation starts.
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Business Process Management

(Re)learning
Process
Repeating business process
The business process in a company
constantly change, for example due to
software changes, new laws or general
developments in the organization. Those types of training are usually held in
the form of Web-Based-Training (WBT)
or one-time blended training. However,
the “to do tasks” are not always clear
and understandable afterwards.
The re-learning (re-training) of new
process thus becomes more and more
important. Often it is also about highlighting, a managed focus on important
activities, also called prioritizing. Benefit from the advantages of our learning
app for your Business Process Management (BPM).
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Learning

Learning in the
operational spare
time
Learning when there is the time.
Not according to a schedule.
Is this situation familiar to you? The requirements increase but the budgets
not at all. The employee shall develop
but he/she does not receive more time
to do so. Our mobile app enables everybody to learn during the operational
spare time in an easy, comfortable and
entertaining way. Frequent bite-sized
mobile learning is better than learning
once a week for an hour at the computer.
As experts for developing mobile content we help you to create and deliver
mobile trainings.
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Quality assurance

repeat mobile
helps you to
individually
adapt
your presence
training.

Didactic quality
assurance
Didactic quality is becoming
more and more important –
goals have to be monitored
Gone are the times of the pure learning
events. Even blended learning via PC
does not always show the desired success. Corporate learning goals need to
be assessed by the trainer/instructor
with our repeatmobile app.
We have invented completely new methods to check and track the didactic
quality. Upon request we are please to
provide you annonymous or visible tracking.
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Vorteile

Your advantages
Following up your presence
trainings sustainably,
easily and comfortably
The repeatmobile GmbH is a subsidiary of rio nord GmbH, an organization
focused on e-learning in Berlin, which
has been successfully operating in the
market since 2002.
The repeatmobile GmbH is headquartered in Berlin and has operation in
repeat(repeat
mobileMobile
ist ein Asia
Produkt
Shanghai
Ltd.).der
rio
nord
GmbH
aus
Berlin.
We focus on Mobile Learning Apps for

Increasing retentiveness by
trainings & tests
Integrating the learning in
the everyday life of the employees
Remind of learning using
configurable notifications
Anonymous tracking creates
trust among the users
Message and feedback functions
support the learning
Didactic quality assurance
and transparency

The app
r
is optimized fo
t its
smartphones bu
so
contents is al
usable on PCs
or tablets.

large
national
and
international
comDie
rio nord
GmbH
ist eine seit
2002
panies
helping
their
employees
gaining
erfolgreich am Markt agierende
measurable
knowledge
retentionauf
and
Internetagentur,
spezialisiert
job E-Learning
performance.
und & Internet-Lösungen.
Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter
ist Arne Flick.
You will find further information on
Weitere Informationen finden Sie auf
www.repeatmobile.com
www.rionord.de
www.rionord.de
www.repeatmobile.com
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Increasing learning success
demonstrably and changing
habits provably.
App based learning –
as your staff claim it today.

Change needs repetition
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repeatmobile GmbH

repeatmobile Asia LTD

Pappelallee 78/79

Unit 2707-09, Tian An Center

10437 Berlin

338 Nanjing Road (West)

Germany

Shanghai 200003, China

+49-30-60989449-0

+86 21 6010 5007

www.repeatmobile.com

